8th International Conference on Plasma Medicine
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ISPB 2020 10th International Symposium on Plasma Bioscience
Associated with
3rd Summer School on Plasma Medicine on June 12–13, 2020

Chairman : Prof. Eun Ha Choi, ehchoi@kw.ac.kr, Kwangwoon Univ.
Plasma Bioscience Research Center/Applied Plasma Medicine Center
Organized by International Society of Plasma Medicine
https://icpm8.or.kr
Korea

We welcome your attendance to the ICPM® in Korea
Korea
High-tech and environment-friendly facility that specializes in international events coexist
Asia’s first LEED-certified convention center

Venue: SONGDO CONVENSIA

- Opened: 2008
- Exhibition Hall Banquet 2,500 people
- Premier Ballroom Banquet 1,000 people
Venue: SONGDO CONVENSIA

- Plenary Session
- Luncheon / Dinner
- Meeting Rooms
- Lobby for booth
Easy Accessibility

Within 1 hour of the nation’s capital, Seoul
20 minutes from ICN airport

Incheon International Airport

The first Kyungin highway
1 hour by bus from Sinchon Station (#M6724, 1301)

The second Kyungin highway
40 minutes by bus from Gwangmyeong (#3001)

The Third Kyungin highway
50 minutes by bus from Gangnam Station (#M6405)

Shinchon

Gangnam

Gwangmyeong

Incheon Bridge

Songdo International City

Incheon New Port
Various Accommodations

- Min. 1200 Hotels Closeby
- Hotel rooms within walking distance

"1793 rooms available at walking distance PLUS MORE"
"7 Hotels at walking distance / 2 Hotels almost connected!"

Holiday Inn Songdo
ORAKAI Songdo Park
Central Park Hotel
Gyeongwonjae
Oakwood Hotel
Sheraton Incheon
BENIKEA Songdo Bridge

Various Room Rate
USD 90 ~ USD 240
Social events: Tourist Attractions

- Incheon Bridge Observatory Tower
- Tribowl
- Compact Smart City
- Canal Walk
- Central Park
- Songdo ConvensIA

1 min
3 min
6 min
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